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The width of alley cannot be an attribute of 

deterioration's Singly. Udlajan neighbourhood, 

Tehran, Photo: Sepehr Zhand, 2010.
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The conservation approach has forced needy 

habitants to migrate to other neighborhoods, 

Uromieh detoriated fabric, Iran. Source: Archive 

of Tarh-o-amayesh consultant engineers, 2013.
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The aim of establishment of renovation 

organization 4 decades ago was removing 

the maladaptive and superfluous elements of 

cityscape. Joobare area, Isfahan, 2013.

Photo: Seyed Amir Mansouri, 2013.
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language is general and literary and the 

technical and functional issues were less 

involved in their ratification.

 Renewal approaches alteration in 

different periods were to promote the 

human in their activities’ process.

 The short-term managment approaches 

are compatible with the physical-oriented 

renewal which leads to the definition of 

small projects.

 Sectoral viewpoint in the field of 

renewal and it’s outspread activities in 

different organization cause several divers 

approaches definition and remaining in 

general literary terms.

Conclusion 
1. A unique management proceeding 

with the urban renewal authorities’ 

participation is necessary to define different 

renewal approaches and their appropriate 

appellation.

2. Renovation procedures must be promoted 

from physical-oriented to human-oriented, 

society-oriented and developer. 

3. The interface of different organization 

managements related to renewal with the 

planners’ procedures is the renewal terms 

which their technical, nonliterary and non-

general utilization is necessary for renewal 

success.

4. The new renewal definitions with the new 

appellation provide the context to accept 

changes in project-oriented renewal process.

The Indidan Inn, Kerman, Iran, 

Photo: Sepehr Zhand, 2010.
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The Role of 
Renovation 
Literature
in its Success 

Renovation in Iran is a new term. The 

oldest urban management’s proceedings in 

this context returns to the establishment 

of renovation organization in Tehran 

about four decades ago with the aim of 

modernization and Luxury-oriented 

the city with removing the maladaptive 

and superfluous elements of cityscape. 

The organization log until 80th decade 

indicates this approach.

Urban development and revitalization 

organization in 70th decade was 

established by the government to renovate 

the various cities’ deteriorated fabric in 

10 years. The definition of deterioration, 

designation different titles for all kinds 

of Problematic fabrics, determination the 

77thousands acre deteriorated district 

in various cities, preparation different 

intervention and renovation plans for 

deteriorated fabric were the proceedings 

followed by Urban development and 

revitalization organization. The applied 

researches in prevalent terms and titles by 

professionals’ collaboration are some of 

different proceedings done by the current 

organization management to modify the 

current strategies.

Differences in comprehension the 

deterioration and renovation vary their 

policies and managements.  Several 

terms are prevalent in urban renovation 

that their concepts have ambiguities 

and prevent the urban renovation’s 

proceedings to have a Specified format. 

The existing problems in renovation 

process in Iran indicate the necessity 

of review the terminology of this field. 

This issue has been consulted with 

professionals. The outcome is the ahead 

specified issues. The most significant 

Achievement is the emphasis on 

importance of terms and titles’ functional 

values. In fact the change of the literature 

and terminology is an applied action not 

scientific or decorative.

Seyed Amir Mansouri, Ph.D in Urban Studies 
with Landscape Proficiency, Assistant Professor, 
University of Tehran, Iran
Seyedamir.mansouri@gmail.com
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Pluralization
 Evaluation the results of urban renewal 

in Iran represent the deviations in 

renovation process to a physical-oriented 

approach.

 Despite the notion of renewal concepts 

the urban renovation terms in Iran are 

the translation of old terms in industrial 

countries which has been firm despite the 

alteration in their source.

 Appropriate terms have direct impact on 

urban renovation process.

 The French urban renewal experiences 

represent an evaluated process from 

physical-oriented to human-oriented 

approaches.

 Renewal terms with the promotion of the 

approaches to their content, from terms 

based on physical alters has been changed 

to titles based on social desires.

 The Iranian scientists’ efforts to describe 

the social and economical necessities in 

Iran renewal plan indicate the inadequacy 

of current terms of their approaches. 

 The terms of renovation in Persian 
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